Why Choose Spray Foam?
What is Spray Foam?
Spray polyurethane foam (SPF) is a spray-applied plastic that can form a continuous insulation and air sealing barrier on
walls, roofs, around corners and other surfaces. SPF insulation is known to resist heat transfer extremely well and offers a
highly effective solution in reducing unwanted air infiltration.

Spray Foam is an Energy Efficiency Solution
As much as 40% of a building’s energy is lost
due to air infiltration. Gaps, holes and air
leaks can make energy bills unnecessarily
high. Spray foam performs as both
insulation and
an air barrier, closing gaps that let air
escape and add dollars to monthly energy
bills.
As much as half of the energy used in
a home goes to heating and cooling,
according to EPA1. Maintaining an optimal
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system can make your home more
energy efficient. With spray foam, HVAC
sizing can be reduced as much as 35%. 2
Air leaks that can waste energy and drive
up utility bills can be filled with spray foam.

Some common spots for air leaks that can
be sealed with spray foam include the area
behind knee walls, attic hatches, wiring
holes, plumbing vents, open soffits, recessed
lights, furnace flue or duct chaseways,
basement rim joists, windows and doors.3
“Cool roofs” are designed to maintain a
lower temperature than traditional roofs.4
They are light in color and reflect sunlight.
Spray foam applied to the roof of a building
can provide cool roof performance when
topped with a protective, reflective coating.
Spray foam roofs do not require metal
fastening, eliminating the potential for
thermal shorts or bridges that allow heat to
enter.
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Closed-Cell Spray Foam Can Improve Building Strength and Durability
Applying an SPF roofing system can improve a building’s strength. In fact, SPF roofs have effective lifespans that can exceed 30
years.5 SPF can help create a strong bond to protect the roof and can eliminate water seepage through weak spots. It can also be
applied in a sloped manner to allow water to easily drain off the roof.
The bond that SPF forms can increase a building’s resistance to wind uplift. During periods of high wind, a building with a spray
foam roof generally experiences less damage than a building without SPF. One prominent spray foam technical consultant
notes that “when added to the inside of a structure, spray foam ‘glues’ the whole building together, enhancing overall wind and
pressurization resistance.” 6
SPF insulation adds strength and resilience. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has classified SPF insulation as
highly resistant to floodwater damage, saying, “These materials can survive wetting and drying and may be successfully cleaned
after a flood to render them free of most harmful pollutants.” 7
Spray foam prevents moisture and condensation throughout the building, helping prevent mold and mildew8. Applying closed-cell
spray foam in the cavities of the walls increases durability of the wall system because of its ability to conform and adhere to the
surface upon which it is sprayed.9, 10 A wall with spray foam insulation is better able to maintain its shape under duress than a wall
assembly without spray foam.11

Spray Foam and the Indoor Environment
SPF can make your home or building more comfortable in many ways. Spray foam helps minimize airborne sound transmission.
Sealing a building’s air leaks prevents drafts, creating a more comfortable indoor environment and providing better indoor
temperature control. Closed-cell spray foam acts as a barrier to water and vapor, helping to prevent condensation and water
intrusion.12 Sealing gaps with spray foam can provide a barrier against pollen, dust and insects, which can be especially helpful in
households with allergy sufferers.13,14 Spray foam helps minimize airborne sound transmission.

Spray Foam is an Investment in Your Home or Building.
Spray foam could help you save in the following ways:
• Improved efficiency and reduced air loss could lower energy bills.
• Spray foam offers opportunities to lower maintenance costs on roofing systems.
• Homeowners, builders and architects may be able to qualify for tax incentives, rebates, grants or certifications.

To learn more about spray foam, visit www.whysprayfoam.org.
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The Spray Foam Coalition, formed under the American Chemistry Council’s Center for the Polyurethanes Industry, is an organization
of companies that produce and sell spray polyurethane foam insulation systems and the chemicals and equipment necessary for
their use.
Neither the ACC, Center for the Polyurethanes Industry, nor the individual member companies of the Center for the Polyurethanes Industry of the ACC, nor any of
their respective directors, officers, employees, subcontractors, consultants, or other assigns, makes any warranty or representation, either express or implied, with
respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein; nor do the ACC, CPI or any member companies assume any liability or responsibility
for any use or misuse, or the results of such use or misuse, of any information, procedure, conclusion, opinion, product, or process disclosed in this document. NO
WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN; ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED.
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